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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we continue our study in [GNW] and [Wa1] on the
Cauchy problem
{
u
t
=2u+u p in Rn_(0, T ),
(1.1)
u(x, 0)=.(x) in Rn,
where 2=ni=1 (
2x2i ) is the Laplace operator, p>1, T>0 and .0 is
a given bounded continuous nonnegative function in Rn. It is well-known
that there exists T=T[.]>0 such that (1.1) has a unique classical solu-
tion u(x, t; .) in C2, 1 (Rn_(0, T )) & C(Rn_[0, T )) which is bounded in
Rn_[0, T $] for all T $<T[.], and &u( } , t; .)&L(Rn)   as t A T[.] if
T[.]<. We call u(x, t; .) the global solution to (1.1) if T[.]=, and
we say u(x, t; .) blows up in finite time if T[.]<.
Problem (1.1) has a simple appearance but rich mathematical structure.
The task to answer all the questions turns out to be rather demanding. All
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these make (1.1) a good instructive mathematical model. Since the classic
work of Fujita [F] in 1966, this problem has been studied by many people
along three major lines: (a) the role of exponents played in the finite time
blowup (see [L] for a survey), (b) the blowup profiles (see [HV] for a
survey), (c) stability of nonnegative steady states, sufficient conditions on
. for finite time blowup and decay rates of solutions in time t (see [Wa2]
for a survey or see below for a brief summary). Here in this paper, we
continue our work along the third line.
Concerning the stability of nonnegative radial steady states, the known
results reveal the phenomenon that when the exponent p exceeds a certain
critical value, the steady states switch from being unstable in any
reasonable sense to being stable in a certain sense. More specifically, we
have
(R1) The rest state u0=0 is unstable in any reasonable sense if
1<p(n+2)n, and stable in some sense if p>(n+2)n because by [F]
(and also [H, KST, and We]), the solution blows up in finite time in the
first case, decays to zero as t   in the second if . is ‘‘small.’’
(R2) Any regular positive radial steady state (which exists only when
p(n+2)(n&2)) is unstable in any reasonable sense if p<pc , and
‘‘weakly asymptotically stable’’ in a weighted L norm if ppc [GNW],
where
pc={
(n&2)2&4n+8 - n&1
(n&2)(n&10)
if n>10,
(1.2)
 if n10.
(The exponents mentioned above are ordered as follows: (n+2)
n<n(n&2)<(n+2)(n&2)<pc .)
In this paper, we show that for the full range p>(n+2)n, the rest state
is weakly asymptotically stable in a scale of weighted L norms and that
if the topology is too fine or too coarse, i.e., if the weight at  is too heavy
or too light, then the rest state is unstable. We also show that the same is
true for positive radial steady states when ppc .
We also have new sufficient conditions on the initial value for the
decay and finite time blowup of the solution of (1.1). In view of Fujita’s
blowup result, from now on, we always assume p>(n+2)n. By the eigen-
function method [K], the solution blows up in finite time if . is large on
a bounded domain; while if . is ‘‘small,’’ the solution decays to the rest
state as t   (see (R1)). Thus the domain of attraction for the rest state
cannot be too large and there must exist a threshold for attraction. (One
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can also think of  as a steady state and then the threshold borders the
domains of attraction for these two states.) We want to decribe this
threshold as detailed as possible; we also want to know the decay rate of
the solution if the initial value is within the domain of attraction for the
rest state. (The decay rate, in addition to the size of the domain of attrac-
tion, measures the ‘‘strength’’ of the attraction.) The known results may be
summarized briefly as follows:
(R3) The slowest decay rate for . being on the threshold is
|x|&2( p&1) at  [LN].
(R4) Every regular positive radial steady state u: is on the threshold:
when (n+2)(n&2)p<pc , if ., u: in Rn, then . is in the domain
of attraction for the rest state, and if ., u: in Rn, then finite time
blowup occurs [GNW]; these are ture for ppc if we replace u: by *u: ,
where * is a positive constant less than or bigger than 1, respectively
[Wa1].
(R5) In addition to the cases mentioned above, finite time blowup
occurs in each of the following cases: (a) lim infx   |x| 2( p&1) .(x)>
(*1 (B1))1( p&1), where *1 (B1) is the first eigenvalue of &2 with the Dirichlet
boundary condition on the unit ball in Rn [LN]; (b) .*, where the
constant *=1 if p<pc , or *>1 if ppc ,  is any continuous weak lower
steady state which is radial and nonnegative but not a steady state of (1.1)
[Wa1]; (c) ppc and lim infx   |x|2( p&1) .(x)>L (the optimal lower
bound) [Wa1], where
L=\ 2p&1 \n&2&
2
p&1++
1( p&1)
. (1.3)
(R6) If .*, where 0<*<1 is a constant and  is any positive
radial continuous weak super steady state (which exists only when
p>n(n&2)), then the solution u of (1.1) decays to zero as t  . Indeed,
we have
&u( } , t)&L(Rn)((*1& p&1)( p&1))&1( p&1) t&1( p&1), t>0. (1.4)
In particular, this is true if  is a regular positive radial steady state u: .
This also holds true if  is the singular steady state us (x)=L |x| &2( p&1)
[Wa1].
All the previous results concerning the decay (in time t) provide rates no
slower than t&1( p&1). We shall show that slower decay rates do occur, at
least when ppc and when . is very close to the threshold of the domain
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of attraction for the rest state u0 #0. We also obtain results that improve
parts of (R5) and (R6).
Before stating our results precisely, we need to introduce some notation.
Recall that when 1<p<(n+2)(n&2)+ (= if n=1, 2), there exist no
positive regular steady states of (1.1), while when p(n+2)(n&2), all the
regular positive radial steady states of (1.1) are given by the family [u:]:>0
satisfying u: (0)=:,
u: ( |x| )={:u1 (:
( p&1)2 |x| ),
: \ n(n&2)n(n&2)+:4(n&2) |x|2+
(n&2)2
,
p>
n+2
n&2
,
p=
n+2
n&2
.
(1.5)
Let m= 2p&1 . Define a quadratic polynomial
P(z)=z2&(n&2&2m) z+2(n&2&m). (1.6)
P(z) has two real roots *1 (n, p)*2 (n, p) if and only if ppc and n>10;
in this case, both roots are positive, and when p= pc , they are equal.
Define a scale of weighted L norms as follows: For *>0, +>0, let
&&*= sup
x # Rn
|(1+|x| )* (x)|, (1.7)
and
__+= sup
x # Rn }
(1+|x| )m+*1
log(2+|x| )+
(x) } , (1.8)
where  is a continuous function in Rn. We say that a nonnegative regular
steady state u: of (1.1) is stable with respect to the norm & }&* if for every
=>0, there exists $>0 such that when &.&u:&*<$ we always have
&u( } , t; .)&u: &*<= for all t>0. We say that u: is weakly asymptotically
stable with respect to & }&* if u: is stable with respect to & }&* and if there
exists $>0 such that when &.&u:&*<$ we have &u( } , t; .)&u:&*$  0 as
t   for all *$<*. Similarly we can define the stability and weak
asymptotic stability with respect to _ } _+ .
Theorem 1. The rest state u0 #0 is stable with respect to the norms & }&*
if and only if 2( p&1)*<n (and p>(n+2)n). In this case u0 is also
weakly asymptotically stable.
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Theorem 2. (i) If p= pc , then any positive steady state u: of (1.1) is
weakly asymptotically stable with respect to the norm _ } _+ when 0<+<1,
unstable when +>1.
(ii) For p>pc , any positive steady state u: of (1.1) is weakly
asymptotically stable with respect to the norm & }&* when m+*1<*<
m+*2 , unstable when 0<*<m+*1 or *n.
Remark. The following was proved in [GNW] which complements
Theorem 2 above: In case (i), u: is stable when +=1, and weakly
asymptotically stable when +=0; in case (ii), u: is stable when *=m+*1
and weakly asymptotically stable when *=m+*2 .
Theorem 3. Suppose n(n&2)<p<pc . If .(x)(x) in Rn, where  is
a radial continuous weak super steady state but not a steady state of (1.1)
and satisfies limr   sup rm(r)L, then the solution u of (1.1) satisfies
&u( } , t; .)&L(Rn)Ct&1( p&1) for some constant C>0, \t0.
Remarks. (1) The above conclusion is true if n(n&2)<p<pc and if
.(x), #3 u: or us in Rn, because in these cases, such a  as described in
the above statement was constructed in [GNW, Wa1].
(2) The same conclusion is true in the case n(n&2)<p<(n+2)
(n&2) if we only assume that  is a continuous weak super steady state
satisfying ()=0.
Theorem 4. Suppose ppc .
(i) If .(x)L |x|m&a |x|m+* for |x| large and some positive con-
stants a and *, then either &u( } , t; .)&L(Rn)) blows up in finite time or decays
slower than t&1( p&1) (in other words, t1( p&1) &u( } , t; .)&L(Rn)  + as
t  +).
(ii) If .us :=L |x|m in Rn and .(x)L |x| m&a |x|m+* for |x|
large and some constants a>0, * # (0, *1), then &u( } , t; .)&L(Rn)  0 as
t  .
(iii) On the other hand, if .(x)L |x|m+a |x| m+* for |x| large and
some constants a>0, * # (0, *1), then the solution u always blows up in finite
time.
Theorems 1 and 2 as well as Theorem 4(ii) and (iii) are proved in
Section 3. Theorems 3 and 4(i) are shown in Section 4.
The main results in this paper, along with some sketched proofs, were
announced in [Wa2].
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We first recall the definition of continuous weak super-solution and
sub-solution of
2u+u p=0. (2.1)
Given a domain 0/Rn, we say that u is a continuous weak super-solution
of (2.1) in 0 if u is continuous in 0 and
|
0
[u(x) 2’(x)+u p’(x)] dx0 (2.2)
for any nonnegative function ’ # C0 (0). Continuous weak sub-solutions
are defined in a similar way by reversing the inequality in (2.2). The follow-
ing proposition gives a way to construct continuous weak super-solutions
and sub-solutions for (2.1) in Rn.
Proposition 2.1. (i) Suppose u 1 ( |x| ) and u 2 ( |x| ) are regular super-
solutions to (2.1) in BR1 :=[x | |x|R1] and BcR2 :=[x | |x|R2], respec-
tively. Assume that R1>R2 and u 1 (R1)>u 2 (R1), u 1 (R2)<u 2 (R2). Let
R=min[r # (R2 , R1) | u 1 (r)u 2 (r)], and
u ( |x| )={u 1 ( |x| ),u 2 ( |x| ),
0|x|R,
|x|>R.
(2.3)
Then u ( |x| ) is a continuous weak super-solution to (2.1) in Rn;
(ii) Suppose u
 1
( |x| ) and u
 2
( |x| ) and sub-solutions to (2.1) in BR1 and
BcR2 , respectively. Suppose also that R1>R2 and u 1
(R1)<u 2
(R1),
u
 1
(R2)>u 2
(R2). Let R=min[r # (R2 , R1) | u 1
(r)u
 2
(r)], and
u

( |x| )={u 1 ( |x| ),u
 2
( |x| ),
0|x|R,
|x|>R.
(2.4)
Then u

( |x| ) is a continuous weak sub-solution to (2.1) in Rn.
This proposition is a generalization of Proposition 3.8 in [Wa1] and can
be shown directly from the definition.
The following result is basic in our approach.
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Proposition 2.2. (i) If .(x) is a bounded continuous weak super-solu-
tion (sub-solution) but not a solution of (2.1) in Rn, then the solution of (1.1)
is strictly decreasing (increasing, respectively) in t>0 as long as it exists.
(ii) If . is radial and radially decreasing, so is u in x-variable.
This proposition is well known in the classical case. In the present form,
it may be proved by the same arguments used in the proofs of Lemma 2.6
in [Wa1].
Now we quote some results on the collective behavior of solutions to
(2.1). (See Proposition 3.7(iv) in [Wa1] and Theorem 2.5 in [GNW].)
Proposition 2.3. (i) When (n+2)(n&2)p<pc , the graph of u:
intersect that of us for all :>0;
(ii) When ppc , the graph of u: does not intersect that of us (i.e.,
u: (r)<us (r)) for every :>0, and u: (r) is increasing with respect to :>0.
Furthermore, there exists a finite sequence pc= p1 (n)<p2 (n)< } } } <pN(n),
where N depends only on n, such that *2 (n, p)=k*1 (n, p) if and only if
p= pk (n), and the following expansions of u: (r) hold at r=.
(iii) For p= pk (n), k=1, 2, ..., N, we have
u: (r)=
L
rm
+
a1
rm+*1
+ } } } +
ak&1
rm+(k&1) *1
+
ak log r
rm+k*1
+
b1
rm+*2
+ } } } +o \ 1rn&2+=+ ; (2.5)
(iv) For pk (n)<p<pk+1 (n), k=1, 2, ..., N (with the convention that
pN+1 (n)=),
u: (r)=
L
rm
+
a1
rm+*1
+ } } } +
ak
rm+k*1
+
b1
rm+*2
+
C
rm+(k+1) *1
+ } } } +o \ 1rn&2+=+ , (2.6)
where L is given in (1.3), a1 , a2 , ..., b1 , b2 , ..., C are constants and a1<0.
(Note that in (iii) when p= pc (n), the coefficient in the term log rrm+*1 is
regarded as a1 .)
We shall also need some facts concerning radial self-similar solutions of
(1.1) : u(x, t)=t&#v(x- t), where #=1( p&1), v(x)=v(r) satisfies
{v"+\
n&1
r
+
r
2+ v$+#v+v p=0, r>0, (2.7)
v(0)=:>0, v$(0)=0.
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Proposition 2.4 (see [HW, PTW]). (i) When n+2n <p<
n+2
n&2 , for
:>0 sufficiently small, (2.7) has a solution v: which is positive for r0;
(ii) When p n+2n&2 , for every :>0, (2.7) has a solution v: which is
positive for r0;
(iii) All solutions v in (i) and (ii) satisfy limr   rmv(r)=l>0, and
v(r)=
l
rm
+(l p&1&L p&1)
l
rm+2
+o \ 1rm+2+ at r=, (2.8)
where L is defined in (1.3).
Proposition 2.5. Suppose ppc and v: is the solution of (2.7). Then the
following hold.
(i) v: (r)us (r)=Lrm, \:>0, r>0;
(ii) v: (r) is a super-solution of (2.1).
(iii) v: (r)u: (r), r>0, \:>0, where u: (r) is the radial solution of
(2.1) with u: (0)=:. (See also (1.5) for u: (r).)
(iv) Let l=limr   rmv: (r) given in Proposition 2.4. Then for every
:>0, l<L.
Proof. To show (i), we define f (t)=rmv: (r), where t=ln r, t # R. Then
f (t)  0 as t  & and
f "+\C0+e
2t
2 + f $+ f p&L p&1f =0, t # R, (2.9)
where C0= n&2p&1 ( p&
n+2
n&2).
It suffices to show f (t)<L for t # R. Suppose there exists t0 # R such that
f (t)<L for t # (&, t0) and f (t0)=L. Then by (2.9) we have
f "+\C0+e
2t
2 + f $>0, t # (&, t0). (2.10)
Let
g(t)=|
t
0 \C0+
e2t
2 + dt=C0 t+
1
4
e2t&
1
4
, t # R.
Then we have
e g(t) f $(t)>e g({) f $({), {<t<t0 . (2.11)
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Since f (t)  0 as t  &, there exists a sequence [tk]1 such that
tk  & and f $(tk)  0 as k  . Then by choosing {=tk in (2.11) and
letting k  , we see f $(t)>0 for t # (&, t0). Write t=t( f ) as a function
of f, f # (0, L]. Then limf  0+ t( f )=&, and t(L)=t0 . Let q( f )=
f $(t( f )) . By (2.9), we have
dq
df
+C0+
f ( f p&1&L p&1)
q
<0, f # (0, L]. (2.12)
Following the argument in the proof of Proposition 3.7 in [Wa1], we can
reach a contradiction when ppc . Indeed, since f $(t)>0, t # (&, t0] and
limt  & f (t)=0, by (2.9) we have limf  0+ q( f )=limt  & f $(t)=0.
Then in the f &q plane, the graph of q( f ) intersects all lines q=+(L& f )
with +>0. For each +>0, denote the intersection with the smallest f by
( f+ , q( f+)) . Then
dq
df
( f+)&+. (2.13)
On the other hand, from (2.12) we obtain
dq
df
( f+)<&C0&
f+ ( f+p&1&L p&1)
+(L& f+)
<&C0+
( p&1) L p&1
+
. (2.14)
Therefore
&+<&C0+
( p&1) L p&1
+
, \+>0. (2.15)
This implies that C 20&4( p&1) L
p&1<0. However, a straightforward com-
putation shows that ppc is equivalent to C 20&4( p&1) L
p&10. We
reach a contradiction. The contradiction shows that f (t)<L, t # R, and
then (i) is proved.
From the above argument, we also see that f $(t)>0, t # (&, ). By
direct computation, we have
0< f $(t)=et (rmv$:+mrm&1v:).
Note that m=2#=2( p&1). Then
1
2rv$:+#v:>0, r>0.
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In view of (2.7), we know that v: is a super-solution of (2.1) in Rn.
To prove (iii), we recall Proposition 2.3, which says that when ppc ,
u: (r) is increasing in :, \r>0. This means that
2h(x)+ pu:p&1h(x)=0, x # Rn (2.16)
has a positive solution h= : u: in R
n. For any 0<;<:, if there exists
R(:, ;) such that v; (r)<u: (r) for 0<r<R(:, ;) and v; (R(:, ;))=
u: (R(:, ;)) , by the fact that v; is a super-solution to (2.1) we have
2(u:&v;)+ pu:p&1 (u:&v;)0, 0<rR(:, ;). (2.17)
By applying the maximum principle to (u:&u;)h, we obtain u:&v;0
for 0rR(:, ;). (See also Lemma 2.20 in [GNW] for an alternative
argument.) This contradicts the definition of R(:, ;). Therefore for any
0<;<:, we have v; (r)<u: (r) for r>0. Thus v: (r)u: (r), \r>0. This
completes the proof of (iii).
To show (iv), observe that by (i), lL. If l=L for some :>0, then by
(iii) of Proposition 2.4, we have
v: (r)=
L
rm
+o \ 1rm+2+ at r=. (2.18)
Let w(r)=rmv: (r). Then w satisfies
w"+\C1r +
r
2+ w$(r)=V(r, w), (2.19)
where C1=n&1& 4p&1 , V(r, w)=(L
p&1w&w p) r&2. From this we derive
L&w(r)=|

r
t&C1e&t24 dt |
t
0
_C1&2e_24V(_, w(_)) d_. (2.20)
Since w(_)=L+o(1_2) at _=, w p (_)&L p&1 (_) w=o(1_2) at  and
hence
w(r)&L=|

r
t&C1e&t24 dt |
t
1
_C1&2er24o \ 1_2+ d_
+o(e&r 28) at r=.
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By L’Hopital’s rule, we can compute
lim
r  
r4 |

r
t&C1e&t24 dt |
t
1
_C1&4e_24 d_
= lim
r  
&r&C1e&r24 r1 _
C1&4e_24 d_
&4r&5
= lim
r  
1
4
rC1&4er 24
(C1&5) rC1&6er
24+(12) rC1&4er24
=
1
2
.
So w(r)&L=o(1r4). Plugging this into (2.20) and repeating the above
process, we have w(r)&L=o(1rk) at r=, for any k>0. Then
v: (r)=Lrm+o(1rk) at r= for any k>0. This contradicts (iii), (2.5),
and (2.6).
3. STABILITY AND PROOFS OF THEOREM 4(ii), (iii)
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 3.2(i) of [LN] implies that u0 #0 is
unstable in & }&* when *<m= 2p&1 . We now use the arguments in the
proof of Theorem 3.8(i) of [LN] to show the stability when *=m. Define
u (x, t)==(t+1)&1( p&1) v(x- t+1), where = is a positive constant, and v
a positive solution of (2.7). By Proposition 2.4(iii),
&u ( } , t)&m=C, t0, (3.1)
where C is a postive constant; moreover, for any =>0, there exists a small
$>0 such that if &.&m$, then u (x, 0).(x) in Rn. In this case, for any
= # (0, 1), u is a super-solution of (1.1). Now by the comparison principle
and (3.1), the solution u of (1.1) satisfies
&u( } , t)&m&u ( } , t)&m=C, t0.
Now the stability of the rest state u0 is established in & }&m . This and the
fact that u (x, t) decays to zero uniformly for x # Rn as t   imply the
weak asymptotic stability in & }&m .
Now we only need to consider the case *>m. Let (x)=(1+|x| )&* and
v(x, t)=et2 :=
1
(4?t)?2 |Rn e
&|x& y|24t( y) dy.
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This is the unique bounded solution of the heat equation vt=2v with
initial value . The following proposition says that the stability of u0 #0
for the nonlinear heat equation (1.1) is equivalent to that for the linear heat
equation in norm & }&* .
Proposition 3.1. Given *>m, u0 #0 is a stable steady state of (1.1)
with respect to norm & }&* if and only if &v( } , t)&* is a bounded function of
t0. In this case, u0 is also a weakly asymptotically stable steady state of
(1.1).
We delay the proof of this result and continue the proof of Theorem 1
by showing that &v( } , t)&* is bounded for t0 if and only if *<n.
We write
v(x, t)=
1
(4?t)n2 |Rn e
&|x& y|24t (1+| y| )&* dy
=
1
(4?t)n2 || y||x|2 e
&|x& y|24t (1+| y| )&* dy
+
1
(4?t)n2 || y||x| 2 e
&|x& y|24t (1+| y| )&* dy
=I+II.
It is easy to see that &II&* is bounded. For *<n,
I
1
(4?t)n2 | | y||x|2 e
&|x|216t (1+| y| )&* dy

c
n&*
t&n2e&|x|216t \1+|x|2 +
n&*

c
n&* \
|x|
- t+
n
e&116( |x|- t)2 (1+|x| )&*

c
n&*
(1+|x| )&*.
Thus &v(} , t)&* is bounded for t0.
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We now show that &v(} , t)&* is unbounded if *n. Since
v(x, t)=et2(x)
1
(4?t)n2 | | y| |x|2 e
&9 |x|216t (1+| y| )&* dy
=(4?t)&n2e&9 |x|216t
_\|
1
0
(1+r)&* rn&1 dr+|
|x|2
1
(1+r)&* rn&1 dr+ ,
we have
v(x, t){(4?t)
&n2 e&9 |x|216t _c1+ c2*&n \2&\1+
|x|
2 +
n&*
+& ,
(4?t)&n2e&9 |x|216t _c1+c2 ln \1+|x|2 +& ,
*>n,
*=n,
for |x| sufficiently large. And hence for such x, we have
v(x, t){ct
&n2e&9 |x|216t, *>n,
ct&n2e&9 |x|216t ln \1+|x|2 + , *=n,
and so
(1+|x| )* v(x, t){
c |x| *&n \ |x|- t+
n
e&9 |x|216t,
c \ |x|- t+
n
e&9 |x|216t ln \1+|x|2 + ,
*=n
*=n.
Choosing |x|=- t for t sufficiently large, we obtain
&v( } , t)&*(1+|x| )* v(x, t)
{
ce&916 (- t)*&n, *>n,
ce&916 ln \1+- t2 + , *=n.
This shows that &v( } , t)&* is unbounded as t  . This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
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We now give
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since for any =>0, =v is a sub-solution of (1.1)
with .==. Then by the comparison principle we have u(x, t)=v(x, t). If
u0 #0 is stable in & }&* , then for each small =, u( } , t) is bounded in & }&* and
so is v( } , t).
Now we assume v( } , t) is bounded in & }&* , say, &v( } , t)&*M<. For
sufficiently small a>0, we define u a(x, t)=ha(t) et2, where
ha(t)=_a1& p&( p&1) |
t
0
&e{2& p&1L(Rn) d{&
1(1& p)
.
By Lemma 2.12 (i) of [LN] (note that *>m, p> n+2n ), we have
|

0
&e{2& p&1L(Rn) d{<.
Observe that u a is a super-solution of the differential equation in (1.1) and
that
&u a( } , t)&*=ha(t) &v( } , t)&*
ha(t) M2aM
for a sufficiently small. Now for such a, if &.&*a, which implies
.a=u a( } , 0), we have by the comparison principle,
&u( } , t)&*&u a( } , t)&*2aM.
Therefore u0 #0 is a stable steady state of (1.1) in & }&* . And since
&v( } , t)&L(Rn)  0 as t   (see Theorem 3.8 of [LN]), we also have the
weak asymptotic stability. The proof of Proposition 3.1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. We first consider the case p= pc . We need to con-
struct various super-solutions and sub-solutions to (2.1). For any given
steady state u: (r), we consider
v(r)=u: (r)+a(log r)+rm+*1, r>1,
where a, + are constants and +>0. (3.2)
We compute
2v+v p=a+(+&1)(log r)+&2 r&(m+2+*1)
+a[(n&1) +&+(2m+2*1+1)](log r)+&1 r&(m+2+*1)
+a[(m+*1)(m+*1+1)&(m+*1)(n&1)](log r)+ r&(m+2+*1)
+(u:+a(log r)+ r&(m+*1)) p&u:p.
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Note that when p= pc , we have *1=*2 , 2(m+*1)=n&2 and
(m+*1)(m+*1&n+2)=&pL p&1.
Then, by (2.5), we deduce
2v+v p=a(+&1) +(log r)+&2 r&(m+2+*1)
+a+[n&2&2(m+*1)](log r)+&1 r&(m+2+*1)
+a[(m+*1)(m+*1+2&n)+ pL p&1](log r)+ r&(m+2+*1)
+O(r&(m+2+2*1))
=a(log r)+&2 r&(m+2+*1)[+(+&1)+O(ar&*1)] at r=,
where the ‘‘O’’ term is uniform with respect to bounded a. For any +>1,
there exists R1>1 such that 2v+v p0 in |x|>R1 for any 0<a<1. On
the other hand, for any u; (r) with ;>:, it is known from Proposition 2.3
that u; (r)>u: (r), r0. Therefore we can fix ;>: and choose a>0
small enough such that v(R1)<u; (R1). By the asymptotic expansion (2.5),
we know there exists R2>R1 such that v(R2)>u; (R2). Therefore by
Proposition 2.1(ii) we can construct a sub-solution u

(r), r0 such that
u

(r)>u: (r), r0 and u
(r)&u: (r)=a(log r)+ r&(m+*1), rR2 . Furthermore
we can choose u

(r) such that u

(r) is decreasing in r0 and that
_u

(r)&u: (r)_+ is as small as one wishes, by choosing ;&: and a suf-
ficiently small. We claim that the solution u(x, t; u

) of (1.1) blows up in
finite time. From Proposition 2.2, we know that u(x, t; u

) is strictly increas-
ing in t, radially symmetric in x and decreasing in |x|. If u(x, t; u

) does not
blow up in finite time, then let u ( |x| )=limt   u( |x|, t; u
). By Corollary
3.2 of [Wa1], u is locally integrable in Rn. On the other hand, it is easy
to check that u is a distributional solution of (2.1) in Rn. Thus u ( |x| )
is either a regular or a singular (at the origin) solution of (2.1) in Rn. If u
is singular, then it is equal to us (x)=L |x|&m (see Proposition 3.4 in
[Wa1]); if u is regular, it must have expansion (2.5) at infinity. However,
at infinity we have u (r)v(r)u: (r)+a(log r)+ r&(m+*1), +>1. This
contradicts (2.5). Hence u(x, t; u

) must blow up in finite time. This proves
that u: is unstable in _ } _+ when +>1. (The instability is also manifested
in the following way: If we choose &1<a<0, we can also construct
similarly a super-solution u (r) such that u (r)<u: (r) and u (r)&u: (r)=
a(log r)+ r&(m+*1) for rR2 . It can be shown that u(x, t; u ) vanishes as
t  .)
If 0<+<1, for any 0<a<1 there exists R1>1 independent of a such
that
2v+v p0, r>R1 .
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For any u; with ;>:, we have u; (r)>u: (r) and the expansion of u; (r) at
r= is as (2.5) but with a1 being replaced by a1 (
;
:)
&*1 m. For each fixed
a, we choose ;>: sufficiently close to : such that v(R1)>u; (R1). Note
a1<0 and +<1. There exists R2>R1 such that u; (R2)>v(R2). Therefore
we can construct a super-solution u (r)>u: (r) and u (r)&u: (r)=
a(log r)+ r&(m+*1), rR2 . Let
$1=$1 (a, ;)=: inf
r0
(u (r)&u: (r))(log(2+r))&+ (1+r)m+*1,
E1=E1 (a, ;) :=_u (r)&u: (r)_+ .
Then 0<$1<E1 , and lima  0, ;  : E1 (a, ;)=0.
By Proposition 2.2, we know that the solution u(x, t; u ) of (1.1) is strictly
decreasing in t and radially symmetric in x, and u(x, t; u )u: . Let
u (x)=limt   u(x, t; u ). It is easy to see that u (x) is a solution of (2.1)
in Rn. Then u (r) has expansion (2.5) at r=. Furthermore the coef-
ficient a1 is the same for u (r) and u: (r) because +<1. Therefore
u( |x| )=u: (r).
Similarly, by choosing &1<a<0 and ;<: sufficiently close to :, we
can construct a sub-solution u

(r)<u: such that
0<$2=$(a, ;) := inf
r0
(u: (r)&u (r))(log(2+r))&+ (1+r)m+*1,
0<E2=E2 (a, ;) :=_u:&u _+ ,
and
lim
;  :
a  0
E2 (a, ;)=0.
Moreover, limt   u(x, t; u
)=u: ( |x| ).
For any E>0, we can find a>0, a$<0, ;>:, ;$<: such that
E1 (a, ;)<E, E2 (a$, ;$)<E. Choose $=min[$1 (a, ;), $2 (a$, ;$)]. Then for
any .(x) such that _.(x)&u: ( |x| )_+<$, we have u
(x).(x)u (x) and
then by the comparison principle,
_u(x, t; .)&u: ( |x| )_+<E.
Moreover, this and the fact that limt   u(x, t; .)=u:( |x| ) uniformly for
x in any balls in Rn (which follows from the interior parabolic estimates)
imply the weak asymptotic stability of u: in _ } _+ , 0<+<1.
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For the case p>pc and *<m+*2 , we can argue similarly for the
stability or instability of u: in weighted norm & }&* . The main modification
of the proof is to define v(r) by v(r)=u:(r)+ar&+. Then we have
2v+v p=a[+(++2&n)+ pL p&1+o(1)] r&(++2), at r=.
We observe that
+(++2&n)+ pL p&1{>0<0
if +<m+*1 ,
if m+*1 <+<m+*2 .
and the arguments for the case p= pc still apply here.
For the case p>pc and *n, take .=u:+=, where (x)=(1+|x| )&*
and = is a small positive constant. Then u(x, t; .)u:(x) in Rn. Define
w(x, t)=u(x, t; .)&u:(x). Then w is a super-solution of the heat equation
with initial value =. So w=v, where v is given in Proposition 3.1. But as
shown in the proof of Theorem 1, v( } , t) is unbounded in the & }&* norm.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
The proofs of Theorem 4(ii), (iii) are similar to that of Theorem 2. We
need the following technical lemma, which will also be useful in the next
section.
Lemma 3.2. (i) Suppose p> nn&2 and let s>m be a constant. If
.(x)L |x|m+a |x| s at x=, for some positive constant a, and if the
solution u(x, t; .) of (1.1) has not yet blown up at t=t0>0, then
u(x, t; .)L |x|m+a$ |x| s at x= for t # [0, t0] and for some positive
constant a$ depending only on n, m, t0 , a, and &u&L(Rn_[0, t0]) .
(ii) Similarly, if .(x)L |x|m&a |x| s at x=, for some positive
constant a, then u(x, t; .)L |x|m&a$ |x| s at x=, t # [0, t0] for some
positive constant a$ depending only on n, m, t0 , a, and &u&L(Rn_[0, t0]) .
The proof of this lemma is delayed until the end of this section.
Proof of Theorem 4(ii). Since .us , by applying the comparison prin-
ciple outside a small ball in Rn centered at the origin, we have that
u(x, t; .)us(x) for any x # Rn and 0<t<T[.]. Then by the strong max-
imum principle, u(x, t; .)<us(x) for the same x and t. Without loss of
generality, assume T[.]>1. In view of Lemma 3.2, we can assume, again
without loss of generality, that the initial value . satisfies
.(x)<us(x), for x # Rn;
(3.3)
.(x)us(x)&
a
|x| m+*
at x=.
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where * # (0, *1). Define v(r)=us(r)&arm+*. Then as in the proof of
Theorem 2, v is a super-solution of (2.1) for |x|R, where R is large.
Observe that by Proposition 2.3, each u:>v at infinity and as : decreases
to zero, the last intersection r=R$ of u: and v moves off to infinity. Fix an
: so that R$>R. Now let
v ( |x| )={u:( |x| ),v( |x| ),
0|x|R$,
|x|>R$.
(3.4)
Then v is a bounded continuous weak super-solution of (2.1) in Rn. Rescale
this function by v ; =;v (; (p&1)2 r). Since u:  us uniformly outside any
neighborhood of the origin as :  , by (3.3) and (3.4), we have for a
large ;, v ; . in Rn.
By Proposition 2.1, u(x, t; v ; ) is decreasing in t. Let u(x)=limt  
u(x, t; v ; ). Then u is a radial solution of (2.1) in Rn satisfying uv ; . By
(2.5) and (2.6), this is impossible unless u #0. This and the parabolic
interior estimates imply that u(x, t; v ; )  0 uniformly for bounded x as
t  . Now since we also have u(x, t; v ; )v ; , u(x, t; v ; )  0 uniformly
for x # Rn as t  . This is also true for u(x, t; .) because by the com-
parison principle, u(x, t; v ; )u(x, t; .)0. Part (ii) of Theorem 4 is
proved.
Proof of Theorem 4(iii). By Lemma 3.2 and the strong maximum prin-
ciple, we can assume without loss of any generality that . satisfies
.>0 in Rn, .(x)us(x)+
a
rm+*
at r=, (3.5)
where a and * are positive constants with *<*1 . By this and the fact that
us>u: , we can take a small positive :1 such that u:1<. in R
n. Fix an
:0 # (0, :1). Consider v(r)=u:0(r)+br
&(m+*). Then as in the proof of
Theorem 2, there exists R>0 such that v is a sub-solution of (2.1) for
|x|R and for all 0<b<a. By (3.5) again, we can assume that the above
R is taken large so that we also have .(x)v(x) for |x|R and for all
0<b<a. By (2.5) and (2.6), for each b # (0, a), v>u:1 at infinity. By
decreasing b, we can make v and u:1 intersect at r=R$>R. Now we get a
bounded weak continuous sub-solution of (2.1) in Rn as
u

( |x| )={u:1( |x| ),v( |x| ),
0|x|R$,
|x|>R$.
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Observe u

. in Rn. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2, we see that the
solution u of (1.1) blows up in finite time. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4(iii).
Finally in this section, we give
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We write s as m+_ where _>0. The constant C
below may change from line to line. Without loss of generality, assume
t0=1. By the assumption on .(x), we know that there exists R>0 such
that .(x)L |x|m+a |x| m+_>0 for |x| R2 . Since
u( } , t)=et2.+|
t
0
e(t&s) 2 u p( } , s) ds,
we have for |x|R and 0<t1,
u(x, t)(et2.)(x)=
1
(4?t)n2 |Rn e
&|x& y|24t.( y) dy
=?&n2 |
Rn
e&’2.(x&2- t’) d’ \by letting ’=x& y2 - t+
?&n2 |
|’| |x| 4 - t
e&’2 \ L|x&2 - t’|m+
a
|x&2 - t’|m+_+ d’
=?&n2 |
|’| |x| 4 - t
e&|’|2
L
|x|m
d’
+?&n2 |
|’| |x| 4 - t
e&|’|2 \ L|x&2 - t’| m&
L
|x|m+ d’
+?&n2a |
|’||x| 4 - t
e&|’|2
1
|x&2 - t’|m+_
d’
=I1+I2+I3 ,
with
I1=
L
|x| m
&?&n2 |
|’|>|x| 4 - t
e&|’|2
L
|x|m
d’

L
|x|m
&Ce&|x|232,
|I2 |C |
|’|<|x|4 - t
e&|’|2 |’| d’ }
1
|x| m+1

C
|x| m+1
,
I3\23+
m+_ a
|x|m+_
.
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Therefore, we have
u(x, t)
L
|x|m
&
C
|x| m+min(_, 1)
for |x|R, 0<t1. (3.6)
Since 2us+u ps =0 in x # R
n in the distributional sense, by mollifying us , we
can show
us=et2us+|
t
0
e(t&{) 2u ps d{.
Therefore
u(t)=et2.+|
t
0
e(t&{) 2u p({) d{
=us+et2(.&us)+|
t
0
e(t&{) 2(u p({)&u ps ) d{
=us+II1+II2 .
Since
II1=?&n2 |
Rn
e&|’|2(.(x&2 - t’)&us(x&2 - t’)) d’
=?&n2 |
|’||x| 4 - t
e&|’|2(.(x&2 - t’)&us(x&2 - t’)) d’
+?&n2 |
|’||x|4 - t
e&|’|2(.(x&2 - t’)&us(x&2 - t’)) d’
=J1+J2 ,
where for |x|R and 0<t1,
J1?n2 |
|’||x| 4 - t
e&|’|2 }
a
|x&2 - t’| m+_
d’
\23+
m+_ a
|x| m+_
,
|J2 |?&n2 |
|’| |x|4 - t
e&|’|2 &.&L(Rn) d’+?&n2 | |’| |x|4 - t
|x&2 - t’|1
e&|’|2L d’
+?&n2 | |’| |x|4 - t
|x&2 - t’|1
e&|’|2
L
|x&2 - t’|m
d’
Ce&|x|232.
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Thus
II1\13+
m+_ a
|x|m+_
if |x|R, 0<t1,
where R may have to be adjusted to be sufficiently large.
For II2 , we write
e(t&{) 2(u p({)&u ps )
=?&n2 |
Rn
e&|’|2(u p(x&2’ - t&{, {)&u ps (x&2’ - t&{)) d{
=?&n2 |
|’| |x|4 - t&{
e&|’|2(u p(x&2’ - t&{, {)
&u ps (x&2’ - t&{)) d{
+?&n2 |
|’||x|4 - t&{
e&|’|2(u p(x&2 - t&{’, {)
&u ps (x&2 - t&{’)) d{
=K1+K2 .
By (3.6), we have for |x|R, 0<{<t1,
K1?&n2 |
|’||x|4 - t&{
e&|’| 2
__\us(x&2’ - t&{)& C|x&2’ - t&{|m+min(_, 1)+
p
&u ps (x&2’ - t&{)& d’
&C |
|’||x|4 - t&{
e&|’| 2
|x&2 - t&{’| m+min(_, 1)+2
d’
&
C
|x|m+2+min(_, 1)
,
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and
|K2 |?&n2 |
|’| |x|4 - t&{
e&|’| 2 &u&L (R n_[0, 1]) d’
+?&n2 |
|x&2 - t&{’ |1
|’||x|4 - t&{
e&|’| 2L p d’
+?&n2 |
|x&2 - t’|1
|’| |x|4 - t&{
e&|’| 2
L p
|x&2 - t&2’| m
d’
Ce&|x| 232.
Thus
II2=|
t
0
e(t&{) 2(u p({)&u ps ) d{=|
t
0
(K1+K2) d{
&
C
|x|m+2+min(_, 1)
for |x|R, 0<t1.
Therefore, we have for |x|R, 0<t1,
u(x, t)us+\13+
m+_ a
|x|m+_
&
C
|x| m+2+min(_, 1)
us&
C
|x| m+min(_, 3)
.
Repeating the above process for finitely many times, we eventually reach
u(x, t)us+
a$
|x| m+_
, |x|R, 0<t1.
The proof of the second part of the lemma is similar. This completes the
proof of Lemma 3.2.
4. DECAY RATES
Proof of Theorem 3. By the comparison principle, we only need to
consider the case when .#. Let u(x, t) denote u(x, t; ). By Theorem 3.6
in [Wa1], &u( } , t)&L decays to zero as t  . We shall show that
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t1p&1 &u( } , t)&L is bounded for t0, by contradiction. Assume the opposite,
i.e., there exists a sequence of [tk] such that tk   as k   and
:k := sup
t # [0, tk]
t1p&1 &u( } , t)&L=t1p&1k &u( } , tk)&L   as k  .
(4.1)
Define a new function v( y, s) by
v( y, s)=t#u( y - t, t), y # Rn, s # R, (4.2)
where #=1( p&1), s=log t. Then
vs=2v+ 12 y } {v+#v+v
p, y # Rn, s # R, (4.3)
and 0<v( y, s):k for &<ssk and v(0, sk)=:k , where sk=log tk .
Here we have used the fact that (r) is a super-solution and therefore
nonincreasing in r and hence by Proposition 2.2, u(x, t) and v( y, s) are
radial and radially nonincreasing in x and y variables respectively. Let
wk(z, {)=;2( p&1)k v(;kz, ;
2
k {+sk), where ;k=:
&( p&1)2
k . (4.4)
Then by (4.3) we have
{(wk){=2wk+;
2
k(
1
2 z } {wk+;kwk)+w
p
k ,
wk(0, 0)=1, 0<wk1 for z # Rn, &<{0.
(4.5)
By the interior L p-estimates and then Schauder estimates for linear parabolic
equations, we know that there exists a function w # C2+:, 1+:2(Rn_(&, 0])
such that wk  w in C 2+:, 1+:2loc (R
n_(&, 0]) after passing to a sub-
sequence. Moreover,
{w{=2w+w
p
w(0, 0)=1, 0w1
in Rn_(&, 0],
in Rn_(&, 0].
(4.6)
On the other hand, we have for any fixed (z, {) # Rn_(&, 0]
wk(z, {)=(;k)2( p&1) v(;kz, ;2k{+sk)
=(;ke(;
2
k {+sk )2)2( p&1) u(;kze(;
2
k {+sk)2, e;
2
k {+sk )
(;k - tk e(;
2
k {)2)2( p&1) (;k - tk e(;
2
k{)2 z). (4.7)
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Let Mk=;k - tk e(;
2
k {)2. Then Mk  + because (;k - tk )2( p&1)=
1&u( } , tk)&L   and ;k  0 as k  . Therefore, by taking limit in
(4.7) and using the assumption on , we have
w(z, {)lim sup
k  
M 2( p&1)k (Mkz)L |z|
&2p&1=us( |z| ). (4.8)
Since (x) is a super-solution of (1.1), by Proposition 2.2, u(x, t) is
decreasing in t. Then
2xu(x, t)+u p(x, t)0, x # Rn, t0.
Since
wk(z, {)=(;ke(;
2
k{+sk )2)2( p&1) u(;k ze(;
2
k {+sk )2, e;
2
k{+sk),
we have
2zwk(z, {)+(wk(z, {)) p0, z # Rn, {0.
Therefore,
w{=2w+w p0, z # Rn, {0. (4.9)
By the strong maximum principle for parabolic equations, we have either
w{ #0 or w{<0 for {0. Recall that w(0, 0)=1 and w(z, {)1 in
Rn_(&, 0]. We conclude that w{ #0 in Rn_(&, 0] and w(z, t)=w( |z| )
is a radial solution to (2.1). This is impossible for n(n&2)<p<(n+2)
(n&2) since it is well-known that there exists no such a solution to (2.1)
in this case (see, e.g., [CGS, CL]). When (n+2)(n&2)p<pc , w can
not satisfy (4.8) by Proposition 2.3(i). This is a contradiction and proves
Theorem 3.
Remark. When n(n&2)<p<(n+2)(n&2), Theorem 3 still holds if
we only assume that  is a continuous weak super-solution of (2.1) satify-
ing limx   (x)=0. The proof is similar and does not require estimate (4.8).
Proof of Theorem 4(i). We assume that the solution u does not blow up
in finite time. We just need to show that v( y, s)=t#u( y - t, t), s=ln t,
#=1p&1, blows up as s  . (Note that v( y, s) satisfies (4.3).) To this
end, we construct a sub-solution of (2.7), which stays below v( y, 0)=
u( y, 1). By the strong maximum principle, we know v( y, 0)>0. Let
_=m+*. By Lemma 3.2, we have v( y, 0)(L| y|m)&(a$| y|_) for | y|
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sufficiently large, say, | y|R1 for some constant R1>0. Define w a
(r)=
Lrm&ar_, \a>0. Then w
 a
(r)>0 for r>(aL)1(_&m). We compute
w

"a+\n&1r +
r
2+ w $a+#w a+w pa
=&a_(_+2&n) r&_&2+
a
2
(_&m) r&_+\Lrm+
p
\1& aLr_&m+
p
&\Lrm+
p
>
a
2
(_&m) r&_&a[_(_+2&n)+ pL p&1] r&(_+2)
>0, for rmax {R2 , \aL+
1_&m
= ,
where R2>0 is a constant depending only on _, n, p, but not on a. There-
fore w
 a
(r) is a sub-solution to (2.7) for rmax[R2 , (aL)1(_&m)]. Now we
choose a such that a>a$ and (aL)1(_&m)>max[R1 , R2]. Define
v

( y)={
0,
w
 a
( | y| ),
| y|\aL+
1_&m
,
| y|>\aL+
1_&m
.
Then v( y, 0)v

( y) in Rn and v

is a continuous weak sub-solution of (2.7).
By the comparison principle, to show that v( y, s) blows up as s  , it
suffices to show that the solution v( y, s; v

) of
{vs=2v+
1
2 y {v+#v+v
p, s>0, y # Rn
v| s=0=v
( y)
(4.10)
blows up as s  .
Since v

is a weak continuous sub-solution to the steady state equation of
(4.10), v( y, s; v

) must increases in s>0. If v( y, s; v

) does not blow up as
s  , then v( | y| ) :=lims   v( y, s; v
) exists and is a solution of (2.7) for
some :>0. Since (4.10) is rotationally invariant and v

( y) is radial, by the
uniqueness of the solution of the (4.10), v( y, s; v

) and hence v( y) are
radially symmetric in y. Then by Proposition 2.4(iii),
v( | y| )=
l
| y|m
+o \ 1| y|m+ at | y|=.
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On the other hand, v( | y| )v
( y)L| y|m&a| y|_ at | y|=. This implies
Ll, which contradicts Proposition 2.5(iv). Hence Theorem 4(i) is
proved.
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